VICTORY TO THE PATRIOTIC FRONT!
NO SELLOUT IN ZIMBABWE!
SANCTIONS MUST STAY
SUPPORT THE ZIMBABWE LIBERATION STRUGGLE!
NO COLLABORATION WITH THE MUZOREWA-SMITH REGIME!
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Help bring peace and freedom to the people of Zimbabwe by mobilizing on November 11 — the 14th anniversary of UDI — in support of the Zimbabwe liberation struggle.

ZECC — the Zimbabwe Emergency Campaign Committee says:

NO SELL OUT IN ZIMBABWE: The British government is selling out the people of Zimbabwe. At the Lancaster House talks it has consistently sided with the white racists and their puppet Muzorewa.

NO COLLABORATION WITH THE MUZOREWA/SMITH REGIME: By collaborating with the illegal regime and refusing to agree to a genuine transfer of power Britain is prolonging the war in order to defend its economic interests and to protect South Africa.

SANCTIONS MUST STAY: The allies of the racists are determined to step up their military and economic support for the Salisbury regime. They want sanctions lifted. We say they must stay and be imposed against South Africa to make them work.

HANDS OFF ZIMBABWE: If the British government has its way it will turn Zimbabwe into Britain’s Vietnam. If they recognize the Salisbury regime but don’t stop the war it is almost inevitable that Britain will intervene militarily on the side of the racists in Rhodesia.

SUPPORT THE ZIMBABWE LIBERATION STRUGGLE: The British people must mobilize all out in support of the people of Zimbabwe. They have made tremendous sacrifices in the struggle for freedom and we must help them in all possible ways.

VICTORY TO THE PATRIOTIC FRONT: The Patriotic Front is the legitimate representative of the people of Zimbabwe. It is struggling for a new Zimbabwe — a non-racial and democratic Zimbabwe. They are committed to the on-going struggle for freedom throughout Southern Africa. All enemies of racism need to give full support to the Patriotic Front.

ALL OUT ON NOVEMBER 11